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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

When driving a car, one of the most important features for the driver is the vehicle’s dashboard. It provides 
key information about the car’s performance, such as driving speed, engine temperature, and fuel level. 
It also reports progress, such as how many miles the car has traveled, and displays alerts if any potential 
issues are detected. It’s a single location for all key metrics, displayed in a way that makes sense to the 
driver and highlights the right information at the right time.

Though more complex, data dashboards serve a similar purpose for district and school leaders. By 
monitoring the right data at the right time, leaders are able to:

Consolidate data from many sources into one holistic view of what’s happening in the  
district or building

Monitor key performance indicators (KPIs) and metrics in real-time

Track progress toward goals tied to key initiatives and strategic plans

Drive system-level adjustments throughout the year, while there’s still time to  
impact outcomes and change trajectories

Make informed decisions around student and staff supports, resources, professional 
development needs, and more

Share progress and encourage engagement with the board, the community,  
and other stakeholders

When well-designed, a data dashboard is a powerful tool. However, not all dashboards are created in a 
way that serves the purpose for which it was intended—and can instead cause confusion and frustration 
instead of driving action.

This workbook will help you create dashboards that use the right data to provide the right information 
to the right audience for a specific purpose. You’ll also explore the main features of an effective data 
dashboard and how a properly built dashboard can drive impact and action throughout the district  
or building.
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SECTION 2
WHAT IS YOUR DATA STORY?

Before you begin building your dashboard, it’s important to take a step back and ask two questions:

1 Why are we building this dashboard? What problem does it solve, or what need does it address?

2 What is the purpose, goal, or intended outcome? Is it to:
• Create awareness
• Drive action
• Make smarter decisions
• Set goals
• Track progress
• Share updates
• Adjust in real-time
• Promote change

The answers to these questions are the foundation of your “data story,” or the narrative that your dashboard 
visually shares with the audience. Knowing the “why” and purpose of the dashboard ensures that all of the 
data displayed on your dashboard are aligned to the dashboard’s purpose—and helps identify and remove 
any data visualizations that detract from the story.

With these elements identified, the next step is to start building the dashboard itself.

© 2021 Illuminate Education, Inc. All rights reserved.
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 |  CREATE A DATA STORY BLUEPRINT

A data story blueprint helps create a cohesive throughline from the dashboard’s purpose to the actual data 
points used on the dashboard.

The data story blueprint has four elements: (1) audience; (2) a central value; (3) key ideas; and (4) 
supporting details.

Audience
Who is this dashboard intended to inform, support, or inspire? Think about your audience’s main goals and 
pain points. 

Central Value
The central value describes why the data are important, not what the data say. It should be something 
undeniable and a statement that strikes an emotional chord with the audience. It may be the same as your 
“why” statement or very similar. Examples might include:

• Reading is the foundation to education.

• When a student is engaged, a student is learning. 

• We can’t reach a student who isn’t attending school.

• All students deserve to feel safe and welcome at school.

• Higher expectations yield greater student outcomes.

• Every student, regardless of background, deserves an educational path that meets their needs.

Key Ideas
The key ideas support the central idea. They should be concise and specific. Just as the central value will 
vary for each district, so will with the key ideas. Examples might include:

Central Value: Reading is the foundation to education. 
• Key Idea: Some students need more targeted interventions. 

Central Value: When a student is engaged, a student is learning.
• Key Idea: Our students can inform us about best practices.

Central Value: We can’t reach a student who isn’t attending school.
• Key Idea: We need to ensure all students are attending regularly.

Central Value: Every student, regardless of background, deserves an educational path that meets  
their needs.
• Key Idea: Progress monitoring helps us understand where students are and how they’re growing.

Central Value: Higher expectations yield greater student outcomes.
• Key Idea: Measuring growth helps us know when students are on track.

Central Value: Students deserve to feel safe and welcomed at school.
• Key Idea: A student survey can help us measure school climate.
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Supporting Details
Finally, add the supporting details. These are the specific pieces of data that tie to each key idea.

By and large, the details—the discrete data points—don’t move audiences; central values do. But the 
details paint the picture of where a district or building currently is in relation to the central value.

Depending on the key ideas, examples might include:

• Average daily attendance

• Scores from winter universal screening

• Results of a bullying survey

• Semester grades by subject area

• Total scholarship dollars earned

• Growth for all students receiving Tier 2 or Tier 3 interventions

After filling in the supporting details, you now have a blueprint of your data story: a cohesive narrative that 
stretches from your “why” statement all the way to the specific data points that are important to your story. 

To explore examples of how different dashboards communicate various data stories, review the Dashboard 
Examples and Reflection Questions Worksheet in this workbook. For support in completing your own 
blueprint, use the Data Story Blueprint Worksheet.

With your blueprint complete, you’re ready to select visualizations for each of your supporting details.

By and large, the details—the discrete data points—don’t move 
audiences; central values do. But the details paint the picture  
of where a district or building currently is in relation to the 
central value.

Learn strategies for successfully rolling out and 
effectively communicating about your dashboard.

Download the eBook

https://go.illuminateed.com/l/124881/2021-07-26/kpr3sy
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SECTION 3
DESIGNING THE DASHBOARD

Though selecting visualizations for a dashboard may sound straightforward, the decisions made for 
each visualization can impact the effectiveness of the overall dashboard and whether it successfully 
communicates your data story.

Common design mistakes include:

• Incorporating one of every type of graph

• Making very complex dashboards or graphs

• Using graphs just because the designer likes them
 
When designing the dashboard, consider which visualizations best frame each element of the story.  Here 
are tips to keep in mind when designing your dashboard’s layout and selecting visualizations for each 
element. For support planning your own dashboard, use the Dashboard Visualizations Outline Worksheet 
in this workbook.

Appropriateness
Different visualizations are better suited for communicating different types of information. Use the table 
below to help make your selections.

FIGURE A

Bar Column Line Numeric Table

Compares Values ✓ ✓ ✓
Show the Composition ✓ ✓
View the Distribution of Data ✓ ✓ ✓
Analyze Trends ✓ ✓
Understand a Relationship ✓
Values as They Relate to a Whole ✓ ✓

Stacked Bar Stacked Column
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Familiar Shapes
Familiar shapes and graphs help the audience make 
meaning quickly. Avoid complex visuals that feature 
multiple axes of information. Visualizations like bar 
graphs, line graphs, and arrows that point up and 
down are easy to understand and commonly used; 
they easily communicate information for audiences 
with varying skill levels around data analysis.

Simplicity
If you can’t tell your story in fewer than about 20 
visualizations with accompanying text, it often 
indicates that the story is too complex or being 
designed for too many audiences. Consider making 
multiple dashboards with more specific stories 
instead.

Color Schemes
When showing a positive correlation between two 
pieces of data, try using complementary colors for 
those data points. Contrasting colors are great for 
denoting data points that stand in opposition. 

Placement
Consider how a reader’s eyes naturally move across 
the page—typically top to bottom, left to right. Mimic 
this by putting vital information, context cues, and key 
indicators at the top, while placing details or nuanced 
visualizations from left to right or top to bottom.

Sizing
Dashboards are often compared to pictures. If you 
feature a large visualization in the center of your 
dashboard, it will draw the user’s eyes to that piece, 
which may not be the first thing you want them to 
focus on.
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Consistency
No matter what elements you decide on in terms of 
shapes or colors, keep design elements consistent. 
For instance, if blue bars are positive indicators in one 
visualization but negative areas in the next, this will 
be confusing for stakeholders. Consistency allows for 
easier interpretation and brings cohesion to the story.

Text
Give the dashboard a title or label that relates to the 
purpose of the dashboard. When possible, provide 
context around a dashboard section or visualization 
by including subheaders that pose a question or 
describe what the data displays. Avoid crowding the 
screen with labels and legends.

Interactivity
Users need the ability to drill into, filter, and dig into 
the dashboard more deeply. Create your dashboard 
in a platform that supports the ability to drill down by 
school, grade, demographic (e.g., ethnicity, gender), 
or student group.

© 2021 Illuminate Education, Inc. All rights reserved.
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SECTION 4
CREATING AN ACTION PLAN

As a result of creating, analyzing, and monitoring your dashboard, your team may identify changes you 
want to make to instructional practices, Tier 1 intensifications, professional development, and more. 

Develop an action plan to clarify your goals, align on specific action steps, and determine how success will 
be measured. Elements to consider including in your action plan are previewed below. To write your own 
plan, use the Action Plan Worksheet in this workbook.

Need & Goal
1. What is the need that we identified?

2. What evidence confirms this need?

3. What is our goal?

4. What data will be used to measure goal attainment?

5. By when will we accomplish our goal?

Action Steps
6. What specific actions will we take to meet our goal?

7. Who is responsible for which action items (or leads the work for each action item)?

8. By when will action items be done?

Monitoring Progress
9. How will we track our progress in the meantime?

10. When will we meet to review our progress?

As a result of creating, analyzing, and monitoring your 
dashboard, your team may identify changes you want to make 
to instructional practices, Tier 1 intensifications, professional 
development, and more. 

eduCLIMBER Users: Did you know Illuminate offers 
professional learning and consultative services to 
ensure your dashboards are perfectly tailored to  
your needs? Reach out to learn more.

https://go.illuminateed.com/l/124881/2021-07-26/kpr3t3
https://go.illuminateed.com/l/124881/2021-07-26/kpr3t5
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SECTION 5
WORKSHEETS
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 DASHBOARD EXAMPLES

DASHBOARD EXAMPLE 1
DISTRICT DASHBOARD (KPIs) ,  PART 1
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DASHBOARD EXAMPLE 1
DISTRICT DASHBOARD (KPIs) ,  PART 2
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DASHBOARD EXAMPLE 2
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOR, PART 1
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DASHBOARD EXAMPLE 2
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOR, PART 2
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DASHBOARD EXAMPLE 3
DISTRICT SPECIAL EDUCATION, PART 1
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DASHBOARD EXAMPLE 3
DISTRICT SPECIAL EDUCATION, PART 2
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DASHBOARD EXAMPLE 4
EMPLOYEE RETENTION, PART 1
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DASHBOARD EXAMPLE 4
EMPLOYEE RETENTION, PART 2
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 REFLECTION QUESTIONS WORKSHEET

What data story does each dashboard tell? What do you think the central value, key ideas, and 
supporting details were?

How do the different types of visuals represent the key idea that the visual is intended to depict? 
Were any graphs more or less easy to interpret?

How do the headers and subheaders help the audience make sense of the dashboard?

What insights do you want to apply to your own dashboards?
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  DATA STORY BLUEPRINT WORKSHEET

Central Value or “Why” Statement

Purpose

• Create awareness

• Drive action

• Guide smarter decisions

• Set goals

• Track progress

• Share updates

• Adjust in real-time

• Promote change

• Other: __________________________

Key Idea 1:

Supporting Details:

Key Idea 2:

Supporting Details:
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Key Idea 3:

Supporting Details:

Key Idea 4:

Supporting Details:

Audience

• Students

• Families

• School staff

• School board

• Taxpayers

• Business community

• Other community

• Other: __________________________
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 DASHBOARD VISUALIZATIONS OUTLINE 
WORKSHEET

Name of Dashboard

Key Idea 1:

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________
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Key Idea 2:

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________
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Key Idea 3:

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________
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Key Idea 4:

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________

Supporting Detail: _______________________________________________________________

Subheader Text Used: ____________________________________________________________
Which Students?

• Whole district

• Specific building: ___________________________

• Specific grade:  ____________________________

• Specific cohort/group: _______________________

• Other:  ___________________________________

Visualization Type

• Bar
• Column
• Line
• Numeric
• Table
• Other: __________________
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  ACTION PLAN WORKSHEET

Need & Goal

What is the need that we 
identified?

What evidence confirms  
this need?

What is our goal?

What data will be used to 
measure goal attainment?

By when will we accomplish 
our goal?

Action Steps
What specific actions will we take to meet our goal?  Who is responsible for which action items (or will lead the 
work for each action item)? By when will items be done?

Action Person Responsible Done By

Monitoring Progress

How will we track our 
progress in the meantime?

When will we meet to review 
our progress?
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SECTION 6
CONCLUSION

Building an effective data dashboard is a powerful way to monitor progress on key initiatives, align on 
strategic plans, and drive system-level improvements for students and schools while there’s still time to 
impact outcomes. 

Effective dashboards are customized to the unique data story of your district or school. This ensures 
alignment between the goals at hand and the data displayed for monitoring and analysis. By starting 
with a central value and then adding key ideas and supporting details, your dashboard is structured to 
tell a cohesive story with both a galvanizing purpose and appropriate data points that paint a picture of 
progress, growth, and needs. 

Building an effective data dashboard is a powerful way to 
monitor progress on key initiatives, align on strategic plans,  
and drive system-level improvements for students and schools 
while there’s still time to impact outcomes.
  

Discover eduCLIMBER 
eduCLIMBER is an MTSS collaboration and management platform providing whole child data visualizations 
and built-in tools to drive school improvement and essential MTSS practices.

To see how eduCLIMBER can help 
you share your data story and drive 
growth, alignment, and action, 
schedule a demo.

https://go.illuminateed.com/l/124881/2021-11-05/ls17xm
https://go.illuminateed.com/l/124881/2021-07-26/kpr3t7
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Illuminate Education equips educators to take a data-driven approach to serving the whole child. Our solution combines comprehensive 
assessment, MTSS management and collaboration, and real-time dashboard tools, and puts them in the hands of educators. As a result, 
educators can monitor learning and growth, identify academic and social-emotional behavioral needs, and align targeted supports in order to 
accelerate learning for each student.
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